
Anping County Juguang Wire Mesh Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was founded in 2013. It

is located in Anping, Hebei, the hometown of wire mesh and an old revolutionary

base, which is well-known at home and abroad. It has been reviewed and approved

by the Ministry of Construction as the third-level qualification of "General

Contracting of Railway Construction", has the "Safety Production Permit" for

construction and installation and the third-level qualification of steel structure, and

can operate railway engineering construction, highway engineering construction,

steel structure engineering construction, and housing Construction and

maintenance of construction projects, road greening, design, production and

installation of traffic signs, and railway equipment. It was rated as a qualified

enterprise of the province's quality standards by Hebei Province, and the province's

recommended enterprise for key protection. And passed the ISO9001 quality

system certification, and is an AAA credit rating enterprise. It is a large-scale

transportation and construction comprehensive enterprise that integrates research

and development, production and sales of various metal fence nets, fiberglass

mesh cloth, dry wall nails and other products. It has formed a large-scale

transportation and construction engineering comprehensive enterprise focusing

on diversified construction engineering products. To

Our company currently has 12 fully automatic CNC welding machines, more than

10 semi-automatic welding machines, more than 20 wire drawing equipment, more

than 50 straightening machines, and more than 100 Erbao electric welding

machines. Plastic and plastic dipping assembly line operation, high degree of



production automation, advanced production technology, long-term provision of

high-quality and qualified railway fence nets and their accessories and construction

services for the railway sector, and reached a monthly production of 20,000 sets of

protection nets. Our company's products can be widely used in highways, railway

fences, airports, municipalities, prisons, ports, closed river isolation and protection

projects, large-scale cultural and sports activities, temporary facilities and other

fields. At the same time, the company has started fiberglass grids through

innovative research and development. Cloth production, and the newly added

drywall nail production project in 2016, meet the needs of customers at home and

abroad. At present, our company has many high-quality and professional

engineering construction teams. The company now has nearly 100 technical

management employees, and management and professional technical personnel

account for more than half of the total number of employees. Our company aims at

high-end wire mesh fences in the development, diversified product production in

this market, and continuously promotes the transformation and upgrading of

enterprises, and in a very short and effective time, it has occupied 30% of the

market share of high-end wire mesh fences at home and abroad. Sales of nearly 80

million yuan.

In order to further consolidate the foundation for enterprise development and

expand the space for enterprise development, the company will focus on

optimizing the enterprise structure and promote the sustainable and stable

development of the enterprise. While expanding and strengthening the main



construction business, we will further expand business channels, extend the

industrial chain, and adopt a development strategy of "going out of the industry,

going to the whole country, and going abroad to seek cross-industry and

cross-regional development opportunities" to improve the company's ability to

resist risks With core competitiveness, we will strive to achieve the development

pattern of upgrading the industrial structure and optimizing the business model.

We will "face the challenge honestly and promise tomorrow" while working hard to

create economic benefits for the enterprise, while also better repaying the society

and benefiting the people.

Today's Anping Juguang people continue to uphold their previous entrepreneurial

spirit, introduce and use modern management models, and strive to meet the

needs of different customers, and strive to make Anping Juguang a well-known

brand in the screen industry as soon as possible!


